Abstract. A retrospective histologic study was made of 1,198 cases of bovine lymphoma using the National Cancer Institute Working Formulation for human non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. This classification scheme was found to be readily applicable to bovine lymphoma. Most of the cell types described in the National Cancer Institute Working Formulation occurred in this series of bovine lymphomas, but the distribution of cell types varied markedly compared to that of human beings. Eighty-nine percent (1,067/1,198) of bovine lymphomas were high-grade tumors. The diffuse large cell type and its cleaved variant comprised 65.9% of all bovine lymphomas. Similar to the dog, but in marked contrast to human beings where at least 34% of non-Hodgkin's lymphomas were follicular, follicular tumors were found to be extremely rare in cattle (0.3% or 411,198). The prevalence of cell types varied significantly between the enzootic and sporadic lymphomas. The cleaved variant ofthe diffuse large cell type constituted 38% (406/1,072) of enzootic lymphomas versus 14% (1 8/126) of sporadic lymphomas. The mitotic index (100 x oil immersion field, 175 pm in diameter) of enzootic lymphomas (3.72 k 0.06, mean k standard error) was significantly greater than the mitotic index of sporadic lymphomas (2.82 f 0.17). We concluded that the cleaved variant of the diffise large cell type with high mitotic index is characteristic of enzootic lymphoma. This Characteristic high-grade cell type may be a consequence of the viral etiology of the enzootic form of bovine lymphoma.
The description of a nodular form of human nonHodgkin's lymphoma and the recognition of a more indolent course in this histologic type of non-Hodgkin's disease30 led to studies that demonstrated a correlation between the histologic appearance of tumors and their clinical c o~r s e .~~,~* The six major lymphoma classification systems that were proposed subsequently led to communication problems among pathologists, oncologists, and basic scientists.20 The National Cancer Institute (NCI) sponsored a study that showed that none of the classification systems was superior in predicting survival based on tumor type at the time of diagnosis.20 Consequently, the NCI Working Formulation (WF) was developed to provide a common language to identify the major histologic subtypes of human non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. The NCI WF delineates tumor grades based on survival data and tumor types within grades based on architectural and cellular criteria. Architectural criteria are based on diffuse versus nodular or follicular patterns of growth. Cytologic criteria include cell and nuclear size, nuclear shape, chromatin pattern, and cytoplasmic differentiation ( Table 1 ). The NCI WF has been applied to lymphomas in human beings and dogs and has both validity and utility.6,20 Previous work with bovine lymphomas confirmed the presence of the morphologic features described in the NCI WF and suggested an association of cell type with age at death. 36 Lymphoma is the most common neoplasm in dairy cattle and the second most prevalent in all cattle, the first being squamous cell carcinoma. The high prevalence of lymphoma in dairy cattle is attributed to bovine leukemia virus (BLV) i n f e c t i~n .~J~ Generally, bovine lymphoma is classified on a clinical basis according to age, epidemiologic association with BLV, and tumor
The enzootic form of bovine lymphoma is associated with BLV infection and occurs predominantly in mature cattle with a peak incidence in the 5-to 8-yearold age group. Virtually all adult cattle with lymphoma have anti-BLV antibodies.'J3 The clinical presentation is highly variable because the tumor cells may colonize distribution.5. I 1,22,25.35 183 most tissues. In contrast, the sporadic lymphomas are not associated with BLV i n f e~t i o n .~J~,~~,~~ The sporadic forms of bovine lymphoma include the ~a l f ,~,~~ thym i~,~' and kin^^'^^ types that usually occur in cattle less than 1 year old, 1 to 2 years old, and 2 to 3 years old, respectively. This clinical classification of bovine lymphoma, although widely accepted, fails to provide the detail with which to distinguish a spectrum of lymphoproliferative lesions. One previous study found a significant association between cleaved cell tumors and age at death,36 whereas other reports did not associate tumor cytology with the various forms of bovine l y m p h~m a~~,~~ despite BLV-associated tumors being of the mature B-cell type.'2.28,29 Previous work in a variety of species, including cattle, suggested an association between morphologic cell type and tumor b i~l o g y .~,~~,~~ Our purpose in reviewing bovine lymphoma using the NCI WF was to determine if the cell types described occurred in lymphomas of cattle and, if so, to document their frequencies. Because grading of lymphoid tumors based on cell type is highly correlated with survival in other species, it is important to have a uniform classification system in place to facilitate prospective studies on the biology of bovine lymphoma. In particular, we wanted to know if there is an association between cell type and the enzootic (virally associated) lymphomas of adult cattle; furthermore, there is a need to decrease the confusion that exists between the terms used in human and animal classification schemes. For instance, a major problem exists with regard to the use of the term "lymphoblastic," which refers to a small cell tumor with distinct morphologic findings in human pathologyLg and to a large cell tumor of ill-defined morphologic findings in animal pathology. The NCI WF, a biologically relevant classification scheme, has the potential to provide a rationalized approach to the terminology used by pathologists.
Materials and Methods
Cases for review were from the University of Guelph (n = 33); Veterinary Laboratory Services of the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food at Guelph (n = 107), Huron Park (n = 32), and Kemptville (n = 47); and the Animal Pathology Laboratory of Agriculture Canada at Nepean, Ontario (n = 979). Lymphomas from cattle from the Animal Pathology Laboratory originated in abattoirs across Canada. We recorded the age, sex, breed, and topographical distribution of tumor for each case. Sections of affected lymph nodes were examined in all cases. Multiple tissues were frequently available for each case, and these were examined as well. Sections that were unsatisfactory for reasons other than autolysis were recut; autolytic tissues were omitted from the study. Tumor assessment was performed using hematoxylin and eosin-stained sections.
All cases were simultaneously examined by two pathologists (V. E. 0. Valli, W. Vernau). Slides were examined at scanning powers to assess architecture and with a 100 x objective (oil immersion) to assess cellular detail. The histologic determinations included lymphoma with diffuse or follicular architecture, presence of sclerosis, and cell type according to the National Cancer Institute Working Formulation (NCI WF, Table 1 ). The morphologic criteria used to define cell types were as described in the National Cancer Institute Working F o r m u l a t i~n .~~,~~,~~ Cells were classified as small if their nuclear diameters were 1.5 times the diameter of eryth- rocytes or less. Large cells had nuclear diameters that averaged more than 2 times the diameter of erythrocytes. The mean number of mitoses per 100 x oil immersion field (1 75 pm diameter) was determined by counting in ten fields. Care was taken to avoid artifacts due to autolysis, delayed penetration of fixative, or tissue drying giving an "edge effect." Cells were examined where they appeared uniformly largest.
Lymphomas in cattle less than 2 years of age were considered sporadic, whereas lymphomas in cattle older than 2 years were considered enzootic. Many of the cattle in the enzootic group were described as "aged" or "mature" and thus numerical data from these cattle were unavailable for calculation of mean age. Tabulation and statistical analysis were performed using the Statpak program (Northwest Analytical, Portland, OR) and SAS (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Prevalences of cell types were compared between the enzootic and sporadic groups using the z-statistic. Mitotic indexes were compared using Student's t-test (with pooled variance if applicable). Equality of variances within each group, enzootic and sporadic, was tested using Bartlett's test for homogeneity of variances. The equality of means within the groups, accepting heterogeneity of variances, was tested using the statistic of Brown Follicular tumors were extremely rare, accounting for 0.3% of all lymphomas examined ( Table 2 ). The majority of bovine lymphomas had a diffuse pattern with total effacement of normal nodal architecture. The diffuse large (DL) cell type, including the subcategory diffuse large cleaved (DLC), was overrepresented in cattle (65.9% of bovine lymphomas) compared with human beings and dogs. Both of these cell types appear to be more aggressive in cattle than in other species, as judged by their mitotic indexes ( Table 3) .
Sporadic lymphomas constituted 10.7% of the total and cattle with sporadic lymphoma had a mean age of 15.8 k 0.7 (standard error ofthe mean) months, whereas cattle with enzootic lymphomas had a mean age of 77.5 -t 1.3 months. The two most commonly occurring cell types in the enzootic group were DLC and DL, and the two most commonly occurring cell types in the sporadic group were DL and small noncleaved (Table 4). The prevalence of DLC in the enzootic group was significantly (P < 0.000001) greater than in the sporadic group. The prevalence of DL was not significantly different between the two groups, whereas small noncleaved (the third most frequent cell type in the enzootic group) had a greater prevalence in the sporadic group (P < 0.05). The cases of DL and DLC had tremendous variation in cell and nuclear size from case to case, despite the fact that they were all large cells. Nuclei varied from two to five red cells in diameter.
The mitotic index of tumors in the enzootic group was significantly (P < 0.001) greater than that in the sporadic group. This was demonstrated in the mitotic indexes of the DLC and DL cell types, which were both significantly (P < 0.0001) greater than their sporadic counterparts. The mitotic index of the small noncleaved cell type did not vary between the two age groups. Equality of variances within the enzootic and sporadic groups was rejected (P < 0.005 and P < 0.05, respectively). The equality of means within these groups, accepting heterogeneity of variances, was rejected (P < 0.0001 and P < 0.005 for enzootic and sporadic groups, respectively). Subsequently, cell types were grouped according to differences in mitotic index (Table 5 ). Cell types within groups had mitotic indexes that were not significantly different. The mitotic indexes in general were very high compared to other species.6s20 The DLC cell type, which was significantly correlated with the enzootic lymphomas, had the highest mitotic index of the cell types in either age group. The mitotic index of DLC in the enzootic group was significantly higher than DL (P < 0.0001) and small noncleaved (P < 0.025) within the same age group.
No cases typical of Hodgkin's disease were found in this series; however, one case that bore a resemblance to lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin's disease had several classical-appearing Reed-Sternberg cells. In this case, the lymphocytes were small and closely packed and had a high mitotic index and neoplastic characteristics.
Many cases had fine sclerosis throughout the tumor. Occasionally, cases had very marked, coarse sclerosis. Foci of infarction were common, particularly in tumors with a high mitotic index. No correlation was found c Fig. 4 . Lymph node; diffuse small lymphocytic-plasmacytoid lymphoma. Nuclei are like the nuclei of diffuse small lymphocytic-intermediate cells (Fig. 2) but are more variable in size. In contrast to the cells depicted in Fig. 2 , the cytoplasm is eccentric, more abundant, and deeply stained, and Golgi zones are often prominent. Mitoses are rare. HE. Bar = 5 pm. 5 . Lymph node; plasmacytoma. In contrast to diffise small lymphocytic-plasmacytoid lymphoma (Fig. 4) , nuclei are more variable in size, shape, and chromatin pattern. Nucleoli are frequently present in larger cells. Mitoses (center, left) are relatively common. Cytoplasm is abundant and deeply stained, and the nuclei are inconsistently eccentric. HE. Bar = 5 pm. between the degree of sclerosis and presence of infarction. Incomplete architectural effacement of the lymph node was observed rarely, and these cases were considered early lymphomas. Affected lymph nodes occasionally had a variegated architectural pattern caused by selective filling of the sinuses but sparing of the cords (Fig. 13 ) or preferential occupation of the cords with a mixture of benign and malignant cells in the sinuses. One enzootic lymphoma of DLC cell type had occupation of the sinuses with DL cells and the cords with DLC cells. Three cases of plasmacytoma were observed in mature cattle.
Discussion
The most significant finding of this study was that the National Cancer Institute Working Formulation (NCI WF) for the classification of human non-Hodgkin's lymphoma was readily applicable to the histologic classification of bovine lymphomas. The predominant cell type was the diffuse large cleaved (DLC), which occurred in 38% (n = 1,072) of enzootic lymphomas versus 14% (n = 126) in sporadic lymphomas. The second most prevalent cell type was diffuse large (DL), which was found in 30% of enzootic lymphomas compared with 3 6% of sporadic tumors. Collectively, the DL and DLC subtypes comprised 65.9% of all bovine lymphomas. Overall, the mitotic indexes of enzootic lymphomas were significantly greater than mitotic indexes in sporadic lymphomas. This significant association of high mitotic index and enzootic lymphomas was observed in the DLC and DL subgroups, whereas there was no difference in mitotic index of small noncleaved lymphomas. All cell types of the NCI WF, with the exception of follicular mixed, were found to occur in cattle, although the distribution of tumor types was markedly different from those found in human beings and dogs (Table 2) . Follicular tumors were very rare in cattle (0.3% of the lymphomas examined). This result is in agreement with some previous studies using smaller numbers of ~a t t l e~' ,~~ but is in contrast with the results of a study in which follicular tumors represented 8.9% of the total. 36 Although geographic variations in frequency of cell types have been reported for human non-Hodgkin's lymphomas,20 this effect is not likely important in the current study, which was a national survey. Differences in criteria for the diagnosis of follicular lymphoma may have existed among studies and may account for the discrepancy in frequency. In this study, several tumors with pseudofollicular patterns were seen, but these circular neoplastic expansions contained high endothelial venules, and, according to accepted criteria for the diagnosis of follicular lymphoma, 17, 20, 30, 38 they were classified as diffise tumors with pseudofollicular patterns. The frequency of follicular lymphomas in cattle parallels that found in the dog (Table 2) but is in marked contrast to that of human beings, where follicular lymphomas constituted 34% in the NCI series ( Table 2) .20 Even higher frequencies were reported in another human series. 38 The reasons for the differences in prevalence of follicular versus diffuse lymphomas in cattle as compared with the follicular versus diffise lymphomas in human beings are not known but may reflect fundamental differences in oncogenesis.
The low, intermediate, and high grades, as proposed by the NCI WF, were based on 5-year survival data. These data were not available for our bovine cases because a diagnosis of lymphoma invariably led to, or was determined at, slaughter. Estimation of mitotic index alone is a good approximation of tumor grade and has been suggested and validated by others for human and canine lymphomas.6J0 Using mitotic index as an indicator of tumor grade, and given that the DL cell type (and the cleaved variant) behave as high-grade tumors in cattle, 89.2% of bovine lymphomas fell into the high-grade category. Once again this result paralleled that in the dog, where 86% of the tumors were t Fig. 18 . Lymph node; immunoblastic lymphoma. Nuclei have dispersed chromatin and irregularly thickened membranes and are eccentrically placed. Nucleoli are prominent and tend to be single and central. Cytoplasm is scant and often deeply stained. Mitoses are frequent. HE. Bar = 5 pm. Fig. 19 . Lymph node; immunoblastic lymphoma. Different tumor than that in Fig. 18 with larger nuclei, 3-5 red cells in diameter. The chromatin pattern is dispersed. Small chromocenters, joined by fine branched bands of chromatin, are adhered to nucleoli and nuclear membranes. Nucleoli are large, single, and central. HE. Bar = 5 pm.
Lymph node; small noncleaved lymphoma. These tumors have a diffuse pattern, and the neoplastic lymphocytes appear relatively uniform. There is a clear distinction between the normal small lymphocytes of a residual follicle (lower) and neoplastic lymphocytes. Neoplastic nuclei are about 1.5 red cells in diameter, and the chromatin is dispersed. This is in contrast to the compact chromatin pattern present in all other small lymphocytes. Nucleoli are small and numerous. Mitoses are frequent. The Burkitt variant of small noncleaved lymphoma is distinguished by greater uniformity of cells, which produce a strikingly monotonous pattern. HE. Bar = 15 pm.
Pig. 20. high grade, but is in marked contrast to the results in human beings.
Enzootic lymphomas are associated with bovine leukemia virus (BLV) infection16J8 and are predominantly high grade. We conclude, therefore, that the DL and DLC cell types, each with high mitotic index, typify enzootic (BLV-associated) bovine lymphoma. Viral involvement in pathogenesis may predispose lymphomas to a higher proliferative rate and loss of differentiated behavior.18 Loss of differentiation is suggested by the low incidence of follicle formation in lymphomas of cattle.
As this was a retrospective study, sera for detection of anti-BLV antibodies were not available. Cases were grouped, therefore, on the basis of age into sporadic (less than 2 years, non-BLV-associated) and enzootic (greater than 2 years, BLV-associated) groups. This means of division was validated by several epidemiologic Indeed, the mean ages of cattle in each group, 15.8 and 77.5 months, respectively, are indicative of the characteristic bimodal distribution described in bovine lymphoma. 13,27,33,36 Rare exceptions to this grouping of age and BLV infection may exist, but their frequency is likely too low to bias this Previous studies by other groups failed to show a ~t~d y . ' J~ correlation between enzootic or sporadic forms of bovine lymphoma and cytologic types of turn or^.^^,^^ Here, we have shown a significant association of cleaved cell type (DLC) and the enzootic form of bovine lymphoma. This is consistent with our prior observation of a significantly older age at the time of death of cattle with lymphoma of the cleaved cell type. 36 The finding ofgreatest mitotic index in enzootic tumors ofthe DLC cell type and the fact that high mitotic index is associated with shorter clinical course in lymphomas of other species indicate that the predominance of cleaved cell tumors in mature cattle is not due to slower progression but to the simple association of DLC cell type and enzootic (BLV-associated) tumors.
The mitotic index of DLC was significantly greater than that of any other cell type within the enzootic group. It is tempting to speculate that BLV infection is involved not only in the far greater prevalence of the DLC cell type but also in the greater proliferative activity of the enzootic lymphomas; furthermore, we have demonstrated that transformation by BLV appears related to stages of normal B cell ontogeny.l* This linkage may result in a characteristic morphologic appearance. In addition, viral involvement may also lead to the alterations in groupings observed in Table 2 . The sporadic lymphomas, grouped by mitotic index (Fig. 20) . The most characteristic feature of the lymphoblastic convoluted cell type is the finely dispersed but dense chromatin pattern, which obscures nucleoli. The nuclear boundaries are sharply but not deeply indented. In contrast, the lymphoblastic nonconvoluted cell type has a similar chromatin pattern, but the nuclei lack indentations. HE. Bar = 5 pm. Fig. 22 . Lymph node; diffuse small lymphocytic-mantle zone lymphoma. Neoplastic lymphocytes form solid cuffs around the normal small lymphocytes of residual follicles. Post capillary venules are confined to the periphery of the neoplastic cuffs of lymphocytes, at the interface of the tumor and the pale internodular sinus areas. HE. Bar = 100 pm. and, hence, grade, basically fell into the same groups as proposed by the NCI WF for human non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (Table 1) ; however, the enzootic bovine lymphomas did not.
Because the majority of cases in this study were derived from abattoir submissions, some cases were detected at an early stage of disease with minimal organ involvement. Lymph nodes rarely had only partial architectural effacement. We considered these early or in situ lymphomas. The most mature cell types (diffuse small lymphocytic and diffuse small lymphocytic-plasmacytoid) occasionally were observed to be present as focal neoplasia in a background of lymphoid hyperplasia, suggesting the progression of hyperplasia to neo-Vet Pathol293, 1992 plasia. In other cases, we observed "cellular homing"g~10J5~26~37 within affected lymph nodes. These lymph nodes had a variegated histologic pattern on low power examination due either to the presumed selective homing of the tumor cells to the sinuses, sparing the cords, or to preferential occupation of the medullary cords by tumor cells with some tumor migration into the sinuses that resulted in the sinuses containing a mixture of benign and malignant lymphocytes. One enzootic case of DLC cell type had occupation of the sinuses with DL cells and the cords with DLC cells, suggesting the interaction of tumor differentiation and cellular homing.
During the study, it became obvious that specimen preparation was of paramount importance. Accurate classification requires histologic preparations from tissues that are well fixed and have minimal autolysis. Care must be taken, therefore, to avoid artifacts due to autolysis, delayed penetration of fixative, or edge effects due to tissue drying. Some slides remained informative and representative despite focal areas of artifact due to the above effects; however, there was a rejection rate of approximately 2%, mainly because of autolysis. In these cases, artifacts were more extensive, which led to difficulty in interpreting the slides and consequently created concerns about the accuracy of classification. Appraisal of cell type and mitotic index necessitates use of high dry (40 x ) and oil (1 00 x ) magnification. At lower magnification, cleavage may not be appreciated, and karyorrhectic and degenerate cells can mimic mitoses. Specimen thickness is also critical; some very thick specimens were difficult to assess. When recut at 3 pm, not only was the appearance consistent with our classification and readily apparent, it occasionally was different from our initial impressions on the thick, unsatisfactory slide. One-pm plastic sections may further facilitate accurate diagnosis.'~~ It was interesting to note that many of the cases had tissues sectioned from multiple nodes and a variety of other tissues. These tumors invariably consisted of the same cell type wherever they occurred despite the different tissue environments. Consequently, it seems reasonable to conclude that the cell types do represent distinct entities and not merely a continuum. Similarities in cell types between species amplify the broad biologic significance of the NCI WF.
Following this study, we recognized two tumor subtypes in lymphomas of cattle, diffise small lymphocytic-mantle zone32*39 (Figs. 22, 23 ) and DLC m~ltilobated~,~ (Fig. 24) , which have been described in human non-Hodgkin's lymphoma subsequent to publication of the NCI WF. These morphologically and behaviorly distinct subtypes of human non-Hodgkin's lymphoma are now included within the framework of the NCI WF. Finding these additional cell types among bovine lymphomas reemphasizes the broad biologic significance of the NCI WF.
The NCI WF appears to be a useful common language for pathologists to employ when examining lymphomas in human beings, dogs, cattle, and likely, other species. Adoption of consistent and familiar terminology will aid communication of morphologic and clinical information among pathologists and w i l l expedite comparative studies. A universal scheme has obvious appeal and utility.
